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Many independent software tools used throughout the value stream that are disconnect from one another and also do not enforce company established processes.

This opens up the risk of “bad data” being created and propagated through the value stream.

Software (COTS and Internally Developed) Processes

Risk area for “bad data” creation
How do we prevent “Bad Data”?  

Traditional methods of preventing bad data include software and process audits, usually performed manually for functional “core” personnel.
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Ideal Solution
Stand alone software functionality would be connected and not allow users to violate published business processes.

Connected software tools that programatically enforce business processes
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Ideal Solution Drawbacks
- COTS solutions cannot meet all process needs
- Highly customized and very $$$$
- Analysis time constraints
- Process variability – different programs have different business needs and requirements

Connected software tools that programmatically enforce business processes
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How do we prevent “Bad Data”?

Our Approach
Mantis Database collects data from COTS and Internally Developed software and evaluates against processes en masse. Alerts users of process violations and directs them on how to fix them. Also allows for on-demand reports to be created.
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What makes Mantis different than any other internally developed reporting and auditing tool?

Mantis is an Employee Managed Program (EMP) meaning it is not an IT managed resource.

ME Core personnel write SQL code to develop the analytics which drive the audits and on-demand reports.

Audits detect errors that will affect products that not yet built so we can prevent disruptions to production.

This enables audits to be created quickly and accurately due to the high familiarity with the processes and tools being audited.

This also allows a high degree of flexibility as processes and business objectives change and evolve.
Mantis has become a platform that employees outside of ME Core who are interested in learning SQL can get involved with and start developing audits of their own.

Training class developed and offered for employees to learn SQL programming language.

Other functions using the system outside of Manufacturing Engineering, including Liaison Engineering, Design Engineering, Change Management, and more.
Mantis fits into Boeing’s AnalytX strategy and will be incorporated into Boeing’s 2nd Century Engineering Systems (2CES) initiative.

Finding the balance between Employee Managed and IT Managed Program

Pros of EMP

- Fast, agile, flexible development
- Rapid prototyping of audits, reports, and improved internal software systems

Cons of EMP

- Personnel fluctuation
- Lack of experience in development
- Alignment of EMP with Production Engineering strategy and future tools
Questions?